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Abstract: Serious games have become more important in the field of education.
The tight connection of education to computer game playing by presenting
learning content in a game-like environment creates a better usage experience thus
leading to higher usage and potentially better learning outcomes. To create
successful serious games, it is necessary to combine programming knowledge and
didactical knowledge to properly include learning objectives. Most educators are
not able to develop such games on their own due to lack of programming and game
design skills. In my dissertation, I am focusing on a solution based on model
driven development techniques that shall allow educators to create didactically
sound serious games. My idea is it to provide a domain specific modeling language
for serious games and a visual modeling tool, which allows the generation of
games from visual models.

Introduction
Serious games are applications, which focus on the tight connection of education to
computer game playing by presenting learning objectives in a game-like environment. A
positive effect of playing computer games is that the player's motivation to continue
playing is at a high level throughout the game. This is highly preferable for education
and increases the attractiveness of serious games for learning [BS09]. In class, serious
games are used by educators to reach the young generation of learners, who frequently
get in touch with new technologies. Modern technologies enable not only to address the
user on an intellectual level, but also to stimulate all of his senses [DBB12]. Offering
new learning contents through a game induces higher motivation to play/learn and thus
has a higher learning success than presenting it in the classical way [Pi07]. Mouaheb et
al. (2012) describe six different characteristics for serious games. A serious game (i) is a
learning process, (ii) is a game, (iii) is an application of video game technologies, (iv)
targets multiple learning objectives (to teach, train, educate, heal), (v) applies in almost
every field (education, health, advertising etc.) and (vi) is intended for all age groups
(children, adolescents and adults) [Mou12]. So, in conclusion serious games can be an
effective tool to transmit educational content to learners.

However educators face the problem, that existing serious games are either too specific
on a topic or too generic, which does not allow adapting the game for their own
purposes. Therefore, either the development process must be handed over to a
professional game developer, which is associated with high cost or the serious game
must be planned and developed by the educators themselves. Serious game development
consists of three major development parts: (i) game design, (ii) software development
and (iii) development and integration of pedagogical elements. Although educators are
experts in the third part, unfortunately the lack of programming knowledge and game
design skills lead to the main problem that they are unable to develop such games
([Ch09], [YL10]). Sparse research has been conducted to address this problem. So, the
challenge here is to enable these non-technical domain experts (educators) to develop
serious games adapted to their own learning content, without having knowledge about
software development or game design.
To address this problem, the aim of my dissertation is to develop a framework based on
model driven development techniques which allow the generation of serious games from
models. Model Driven Development (MDD) is a methodology in software engineering,
which consists of techniques for automated generation of software code from formal
models. Domain-Specific Modeling Languages (DSMLs) are formal languages, which
are explicitly designed for a specific domain to formalize the application structure,
behavior and its requirements with models. In the case of my research the domain is
serious gaming. The elements of the language will represent game-related functionality
as well as didactical concepts. In MDD, applications are modeled at a higher abstraction
level instead of writing code in a programming language. The generation of software
from models is the main task of the so called transformation engine and generator.
Consequently, all changes made to the software will be made by updating the model
[Sc06].
Model Driven Development for serious games has several benefits for non-technical
educators. DMSLs allow them to focus on creating models representing their didactical
goals and in return they free them from the task of game development. This higher level
of abstraction allows easier maintenance and documentation of games, which is highly
desirable for any educators [KWB03].
A domain specific modeling language (DSML) and an associated visual game editor,
with which a serious game can be modeled and developed visually, form together my
serious game development framework. In my research the language will need to provide
high-level modeling concepts (and associated graphical representations) for expressing
games and pedagogical aspects as well as game logic (behavior of the game). Based on
this DSML a serious game editor is developed as a plugin for the game engine Unity3d.
My developed tool allows modeling the game and its logic in an intuitive fashion. A
semantic validator checks if the design conforms to the semantics of the DSML.
Furthermore a code generating component is developed, which performs the generation
of software code for serious games.
By now my research is limited by supporting only one game genre, in this case point and
click graphical adventure games. Especially the slow pace during game play, the

possibility to study the environment and the fact that all tasks are based on problemsolving are relevant from a pedagogical point of view. These characteristics increase the
learning success while playing [Va08].

Related Work
Only little research concerning modeling languages for serious games are present in
current scientific literature. Tang & Hanneghan (2008) propose a domain specific
modeling language for serious game design, which allows two types of modeling: data
and visual modeling. Data modeling is described as the definition of objects, flows and
processes. Whereas visual modeling is presented as the positioning of in-game
components within the game world [TH08]. Assessment and adaptation are not
supported by this language, but they are crucial for serious games.
Gomez-Rodriguez et al. (2011) describe a solution named GAM-ING, which is based on
INGENIAS, an Agent Oriented Software Engineering methodology. The main focus of
their work is to allow the specification, design and development of actors, scenes,
context, light, cameras, and environment of a serious game by using different types of
meta-models [Go11]. The disadvantage of this language is that it is rather complex for
non-technical educators.
Marchiori et al. (2011) have developed the story-flow language, which aims at
developing narrative educational games based on game storyboards and are represented
by a visual language. This language allows to model potential actions of players and
their consequences to give an abstraction of the story-flow, which can be automatically
transformed into playable 2D educational video games [Ma11]. The focus of this
language is on narrative educational games and the description of the game behavior.
Details about the design of game worlds are not given.
The presented modeling languages have several weaknesses and disadvantages. Either
the existing approaches are lacking in funcionality or are too complex to be used by nontechnical domain experts. So, this induces the need for a solution for the development of
serious games, which allows educators to develop their own serious games, without
technical or game design knowledge.

Research Approach and Methodology
My research follows the Design Science Research Methodology (see Figure 1) of Peffers
et al. (2007), which aims to solve a real world problem by constructing and evaluating
artifacts. This iterative process includes six steps: problem identification and motivation,
definition of the objectives for a solution, design and development, demonstration,
evaluation, and communication [Pe07]. Step 1, the problem identificaion and motivation
is described in the introduction part of this paper. The last step of this iteration process
will be done by publishing my research results on scientific conferences and journals.

The remaining steps 2-5 will be dealt within the scope of
questions of my dissertation:

the following research

Figure 1: DSRM Process Model; Source: [Pe07]

RQ1: What are requirements for a Domain Specific Modeling Language for Serious
Games?
The aim of this research question is to get fundamental information about the serious
game development process. This step contains both the examination of existing game
development models and a requirements analysis for serious game development.
Furthermore an in-depth literature review has to be conducted to identify the specific
requirements for a DSML for serious games. This research question addresses the
“Define Objectives of a Solution” step in the DSRM Process Model. The output of this
research question will be a set of requirements for the development of a DSML for
serious games.
RQ2: Which elements can be derived for a Domain Specific Modeling Language for
Serious Games?
The aim of this research question is to design a DSML for serious games. Therefore the
requirements list from RQ1 will be used as a basis. Each requirement will be analyzed
and elements for the language will be derived, until the requirements are met. During
this syntax definition process further DSML related elements, e.g. connectors, will be
determined. This is followed by the specification of the semantics of this DSML. This
research question addresses the “Design & Development” step in the DSRM Process
Model. The output of this research question will be the syntax and semantics of a DSML
for serious games.
RQ3: What are software architectural features of a game editor which allows the
development of Serious Games based on the Domain Specific Modeling Language?
The aim of this research question is to construct a serious game editor, which allows the
development of a serious game and its logic in an intuitive fashion. To achieve this, the
aforementioned DSML and its elements will be transferred into the game editor, so that
both the structure and the logic of the game can be modeled visually using the language.

At the same time the editor allows to set the appearance and content of the serious game.
To check if the design conforms to the semantics of the DSML a semantic validator is
built. Finally to get the application code for the serious game a code generating
component is developed, which parses the designed model and generates the target
software code representing the serious game with not only the appearance and
educational content, but also the game logic. This research question addresses the
“Demonstration” step in the DSRM Process Model. The output will be a software tool,
which enables to develop a serious game containing its content and game logic.
RQ4: What implications can be derived related to the use of the framework,
containing the Domain Specific Language and the game editor?
The aim of this research question is to evaluate the domain specific modeling language
as well as the game editor. Therefore different game scenarios will be developed, which
will be modeled by educators. First this is done by the use of the DSML followed by the
use of the game editor. This research question addresses the “Evaluation” step in the
DSRM Process Model. The output of this research question will be the evaluation results
for both the DSML and the game editor.

Results so far
In the process of this research, parts of my research questions have been answered. First
an in-depth literature review was conducted to get requirements for the development of
serious games. Unfortunately, no publications dealing with requirements for serious
games could be found in scientific literature. Instead, a list of serious game influencing
factors could be identified, which have an effect on the learning success and motivation
of players. So, these factors have been analyzed and at the current stage of my research I
have deducted 24 requirements for the development of serious games. Table 1 shows the
so far requirements list from RQ1.
Table 1: Requirements list for the development of serious games

1

2

3

4
5
6

Requirement
A serious game must provide object-focused interaction
mechanisms and could give the possibility to learn/play
in social groups.
A serious game should convert a difficult learning
objective into repeated game tasks to enhance knowledge
retention.
A serious game must have player-world interaction
mechanisms to introduce learning objectives to the
player.
A serious game should provide a progressive way of
incremented use of new skills.
A serious game must provide players virtual worlds they
can relate to and match to the represented content.
A serious game must provide game mechanics to enable

Derived from source
[An10], [FJ06],
[KKB10], [KM04],
[YCG10], [ZS10]
[An10], [FJ06],
[KKB10], [KM04],
[YCG10], [ZS10]
[Pr01b], [YLK10]

[YCG10], [ZS10]
[YCG10]
[GAD02], [YLK10],

7
8
9

the player to have control over his gaming experience
and to explore the virtual world.
A serious game must base on game rules.
A serious game should allow the player to communicate
with characters within the game.
A serious game must have a feedback system to give
feedback on user actions.

10

A serious game must have a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) system to show texts and textures.

11

18

A serious game must have a system to assess and
measure learner’s progress.
A serious game must have a system to manage
achievements.
A serious game must have solvable, clear and
understandable goals.
A serious game should accommodate to learner’s style.
A serious game must have a system to measure players’
learning progress and adjust to learner’s skill.
A serious game must have different difficulty levels to
solve tasks.
A serious game should have game world which reflect
the content they represent.
A serious game must have the ability to display videos.

19

A serious game must have the ability to play audio.

20

A serious game should have a character to which the
player can identify to.
A serious game must have objects and characters.
A serious game must have virtual worlds that are
authentic and exciting for the player with curious and
surprising elements.
A serious game should have a virtual world parallel to
the real world without having consequences on the real
world.
A serious game must have a virtual world limited in
space and time.

12
13
14
15
16
17

21
22

23

24

[YCG10]
[GAD02], [YLK10]
[Pr01a]
[KKB10], [KM04],
[LC10], [Li09],
[YCG10]
[KKB10], [KM04],
[LC10], [Li09],
[YCG10]
[Mo08], [Wi09],
[ZS10], [Mo08]
[SM07], [YCG10]
[KM04], [SM07],
[Wi09], [YLK10]
[Mo08], [YCG10]
[Pr01a]
[GAD02]
[An10], [FJ06],
[Mo06]
[GAD02], [Ri09],
[ZS10]
[GAD02], [Ri09],
[ZS10]
[An10], [LC10]
[An10], [LC10]
[GAD02], [SM07],
[Wi09]
[GAD02], [HAB05],
[Wi09], [YLK10]
[GAD02], [HAB05],
[Wi09], [YLK10]

To answer RQ2 the requirements from RQ1 were used as a basis, to construct the
elements for the DSML. Therefore, all requirements have been analyzed individually
and language elements, which support the fulfillment of these requirements have been
derived. I have noticed, that the requirements 2, 4, 7 and 13 can only be fulfilled by the
serious game developer, in this case the educator who designs the game, as they have no

direct influence via structure or logic elements. The educator has to consider these
requirements during the game development. The remaining requirements have been
analyzed and the outcome of this process is a first version of the Serious Game Logic
and Structure Modeling Language (GLiSMo). Table 2 shows which language elements
have been derived from which requirements. GLiSMo is a modeling language, which
allows the design of the structure as well as the logic of a serious game. The structure
describes how a serious game is built and contains the layout of the game world, which
characters and objects are included and how the player interaction takes place. Figure 2
provides an insight into the meta model of GLiSMo’s structure modeling, which
describes the elements and their relationships. This meta model follows the notion
already known from UML class diagrams, with associations represented by straight lines
and compositions by a straight line with a black rhombus on one end.
Table 2: Language elements of GLiSMo’s structure modeling

Element
Serious Game Root
Act and Scene
Object
Character and Inventory
Video and Audio Manager
GUI Manager
Feedback Manager
Reward Manager

Dervied from requirement
No derivation needed
5, 17, 22, 23, 24
1, 3, 5, 21
3, 20, 21
18, 19
10
9
11, 12

The serious game root element plays a special role, as it is the point of origin for all
other elements. These elements can have one or more acts, which have similarities to
levels in common games. They have one or more goals and are divided by one or more
scenes. A scene describes a specific place within the game world. Objects are placed
inside the game world to have the player interact with them. The character element
represents on the one hand the player itself. On the other hand it represents all social
beings within the game world. A character can appear in a specific scene, in an act
containing several scenes or in the whole game, like the character played by the player.
Inventory elements are used for storing objects taken by the player. The feedback
manager manages the textual feedback given to the player, whereas the reward manager
controls the scoring and rewarding within a serious game. The playback of audio and
video within the game is controlled by the audio manager and video manager. Finally,
the GUI Manager is used to show texts and textures on the screen to display buttons,
textboxes, scores and the game menu.
Table 3: Language elements of GLiSMo’s logic modeling

Element
States
Action
Task/Assessment
Adaptation

Dervied from requirement
No derivation needed
3, 6, 8
9, 11
14, 15, 16

Stream
Event/Message
Fork/Join and Branch

No derivation needed
No derivation needed
No derivation needed

Serious game logic modeling characterizes the behavior of the game and shows how the
game reacts on specific actions performed by the player or events occurring during game
play. Furthermore, this also describes the assessment of player actions and the game
adaption according to the adaption results. Table 3 again shows which language
elements have been derived from which requirements.
GUI Manager
-name
-position
-scale
-content

Video Manager
-videoSrc
-isLoop

Reward Manager
1

1

1

1

1

-name
-scoreList
-rewardList

1
Serious Game Root

Feedback Manager

-name : string

-name
1 1

1
1...*

1

Character
Inventory
-name
-object_list
* 1

1

1

1..*
Audio Manager

-name : string
-position
-scale
-3dmodel
-isNPC : bool

Act

-audioSrc
-isLoop

-name : string
*1
1

1

1..*

*

Scene

1

-name
-position
-scale

1
*
Object
*

-name
-position
-scale
-3dmodel

Figure 2: Meta model of GLiSMo’s structure modeling
To define the boundaries of a logic model, there are two different states – the initial- and
final-state – which follows the UML activity diagram’s notion. Action elements enable
the player to interact with the game world. Examples for different interaction methods
are select object, take object, use object, put object or discussion with character. Task

elements represent different tasks like multiple-choice questions. These elements are
accociated with assessment elements, which evaluate the result of tasks and initiate
following processes to give feedback and rewards to the player. Elements called streams,
events and messages are used to manage the information and control flow by connecting
different elements. This is also supported by using fork and join as well as branch
elements to manage parallel and branched flows. Requirements 14, 15 and 16 describe
the need for an adaptation method for serious games. The intention is to monitor the
player’s learning progress and adjust the learning content and its difficulty to the
player’s skills. This can be done by simply letting the player select the difficulty level at
start and based on this selection a predefined game content will be presented. Another
way is to provide different tasks with various difficulty levels and dynamically chose the
right task on the basis of previously scored points.

Exploration of a Multiple-Choice Learning Scenario
To give a first evaluation of GLiSMo’s feasibility to model structure and logic of a
serious game, I describe a multiple-choice task as an exemplary learning scenario
including. The scenario takes place at a company where the player character is
representing a trainee. He finds himself in a hall, which is connected to two rooms. One
is an office with a NPC, furniture and a computer, the other is a storeroom with a box
which contains four computer parts. Furthermore, the NPC holds the key for the
storeroom. The first goal is to talk to the NPC and learn about the task. The task is to
repair the computer. Therefore the player should get the key from the NPC, open the
storeroom and get a specific computer part from the box. This computer part has to be
handed over to the NPC, which will check if the correct part was brought. If this is
incorrect, then the NPC will give feedback telling him to go back and bring the right
part. As soon as the task is accomplished correctly, this scenario ends. Figure 3 shows
the structure model and Figure 4 the associated logic model of this described scenario.
As this is just a demonstration, the position and scale attributes are not mentioned in this
example.
Character
-name : string = Trainee
-isNPC : bool = false

Inventory
-name : string = Inventory
-objectList : Object
Object
-name : string = Graphic Card

Serious Game Root
-name : string = MySG

Object

Object

-name : string = Storeroom Key

-name : string = Processor

Act

Character

Scene

-name : string = Company

-name : string = NPC
-isNPC : bool = true

Object

-name : string = Storeroom

-name : string = Box
Object
-name : string = Sound Card

Object
Object
-name : string = Computer

-name : string = RAM

Scene
-name : string = Office Büro

Scene
-name : string = Hall

Object
-name : string = Storeroom Door

Object
-name : string = Office Door

Figure 3: Structure Model of an exemplary serious game scenario

Action

type: discussion
characterName: Trainee
characterName: NPC
content:
1: „Hello, sir!“
2: „Hello“
2: „To finish today’s work, we
have to repair the computer.
Go get a new Processor from
the storeroom and give it to
me.“
1: „OK, I will do it immediately“

Action
Task
Action

Action

type: take object
objectName: Storeroom Key

type: use object
objectSource: Storeroom Key
objectTarget: Storeroom

name: computer-mc
type: multiple-choice
itemList:
{RAM,Processor,Graphic Card,
Sound Card}
correctItems: {Processor}

type: discussion
characterName: Trainee
characterName: NPC
content:
1: „Here you are“
2: „Okay, let me see, if
you got the right part.“

Assessment

/ True

condition: item =
„processor“

Action

type: discussion
characterName: Trainee
characterName: NPC

/ False

content:
2: „Your selection was not
right. Please go back and get
the right part.“
2: „OK“

Figure 4: Logic Model of an exemplary serious game scenario

Research Implications and Limitations
GLiSMo, the domain specific modeling language to model serious games is the
theoretical contribution of my research. This can be used as a basis for further research
by extending the language by new elements to cover more game genres and accordingly
model a larger variety of serious games. The practical implication of this dissertation is
that the developed tool gives educators the ability to create serious games on the basis of
visually designed models. As this is developed as a plugin for Unity3d, still all
funcionality of Unity3d can be used to develop serious games. Furthermore the plugin
can be extended to design mobile serious games for mobile devices such as tablets and
smartphones.
However, the task of game creation in common is a very complex procedure to be
supported by just one tool developed within the scope of my dissertation. Therefore,
GLiSMo as well as the editor is focusing only on one game genre, in this case point and
click graphical adventure games. With a first version of the language and the tool, my
aim is to show a proof of concept and provide point of contacts for further research and
researchers. At this point in time Unity3d is planned to be used as the required game
engine and IDE for development, without influencing my research, as it serves as the
basis for proof of concept.
Another limitation of my research is, that I am not focusing on the didactic evaluation of
serious games generated with my tool. As described in the introduction, serious game
development consists of game design, software development and development and
integration of pedagogical elements. Latter will still be developed by the educators. The
aim of my research is to support educators in game design as well as in software
development, so that by adding pedagogical elements by their own, educators are able to
develop serious games adapted to their own learning content.

Conclusion
This dissertation project aims at enabling non-technical educators to develop serious
games on their own. Model driven development seems to be a promising approach to
reach this goal. Therefore, my idea is it to provide a framework based on model driven
development techniques, which consists of a domain specific modeling language, a
visual design tool for serious games and a transformation engine and generator that
render the model into compilable code.
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